One of the aims of the Seveso III Directive is to grant safe and coherent land use in areas exposed to major accident risk coming from industrial plants. The rules for land use planning have been coded in the Italian Decree (May 9, 2001) having the title "Minimum safety requirements for civil and industrial land planning in area affected by major accidents risk".
Introduction
Article 14 of D.Lgs. 17/08/99, n.334 ("Territorial arrangement and urbanisation control" as now modified by legislative degree 238/05) aims at the definition of minimum safety requirements in land-use planning policies; this requirement recognises that planning policies can be directed towards the need for appropriate distances between industrial plants and residential areas, also the objective of preventing major accidents and limiting their consequences on settlement of new industrial plants, modification of existing plants and new developments around existing plants, such as transport links between places frequented by public and residential areas, where settlement or developments are such as to increase the risk or the consequences of a major accident.
The Italian answer to this requirements is the Ministerial Decree 9 May 2001 "Minimum Safety requirements for land-use planning policies in area involved with industrial plants with risk of major accidents hazard".
The application of this Decree requires the municipal authorities to edit the Technical Study "Major accident hazard" (RIR next). In this study the areas affected by major accident hazards, are subject to specific rules according to the level of risk and to City Planning.
RIR contents according to Ministerial Decree 9 May 2001
Phase 1. Damage area The Municipal Authority acquires information from the administrators of plants covered by the Seveso Directive (according to laws 334/99 and 238/05), that in some cases already been submitted to the proceeding of a competent Authority.
The administrators classify scenarios representative of industrial accidents possibly arising from the hazardous activity according to the threshold values indicated in paragraph 6.2 of the Decree. The analysis of territory requires one to recognize the actual conditions and the rights of the existing buildings, and also the forecasts of any future modification.
The assessment of vulnerability of territory is made according to an edification index (measure of density of residential development) and to the use of land.
It is also important to take into consideration transport, linear and local technologies, national and regional cultural assets covered by protection and safeguards. Table 2 gives territorial categories based on different criteria of mobility and possible evacuation.
Environmental vulnerable elements are: -assets of landscape -protected natural area -superficial water resources -deep water resources -use of land.
Phase 3. Territorial compatibility Assessment of territorial and environmental compatibility to determinate the right use of soil according to the presence of industrial plants.
In table 3, criteria of compatibility between land-use and plants in every class of likelihood of the accidents are given.
We point out that the RIR must take care of integrated programs of actions on territory. In this case the study have to contain a social-economic analysis and also a technical and administrative feasibility of scheduled development.
The proposal of development of areas can define every needed action or intervention to solve complex conditions, for which it is possible to have modification to residential or industrial installation or to infrastructure also with the object of limiting the consequences of accidents. Territorial groups.
Group A 1 Mostly residential areas for which edification index is major of 4,5 m³/m². 2 Places with a lot of people not able to move -for example hospital, nursing homes, homes for old or young persons, elementary schools (more than 25 beds or more than 100 present persons). 3 Place or trading structures -for example market (more than 500 present persons). Group B 1 Mostly residential areas for which edification index is between 4,5 and 1,5 m³/m². 2 Places with a lot of people not able to move -for example hospital, nursing homes, homes for old or young persons, elementary schools. (till 25 beds or more than 100 present persons). 3 Place or trading structures -for example market (till 500 present persons). 4 Crowded indoor places for example trading centres, tertiary and damager, for services, secondary structures, university (more than 500 present persons). 5 Places crowded for short time of exposition to risk, places of public entertainment, for recreational, sportive, cultural, religion activities (if indoors places more than 100 persons, if indoor places more than 1000 persons). 6 Rail stations and other transport nodes (passengers more than 100 persons/die). Group C 1 Mostly residential areas for which edification index is between 1,5 and 1 m³/m². 2 Crowded indoor places for example trading centres, tertiary and damager, for services, secondary structures, university (more than 500 present persons). 3 Places crowded for short time of exposition to risk, places of public entertainment, for recreational, sportive, cultural, religion activities (if indoors places more than 100 persons, if indoor places more than 1000 persons). 4 Rail stations and other transport nodes (passengers more than 100 persons/die). Group D 1 Mostly residential areas for which edification index is between 1 and 0,5 m³/m². 2 Places crowded with mouthy exposition, for example fairs, markets or other events, cemeteries. Group E 1 Mostly residential areas for which edification index is less then 0,5 m³/m². 2 Industrial, craft installation, agricultural, zoological installations. Group F 1 Area inside plant borderlines. 2 Areas near plants, where installation or structures with people inside are not present In this way it is possible to estimate the compatibility between plant and neighbouring land.
At the time of editing the RIR, the compatibility is represented in table 5 above.
In figure 3 , the main vulnerable elements, densely populated areas next to plants and water resources are pointed out.
Municipal Authorities, exemplum of land-use planning, promote the editing of the RIR, also with the aims of developing a program of actions on territory implying the recovery of an industrial area. The presence of this structure involves the improvement of road and rail viability to grant access to this area. The other actions of program are: -residential development near Plant 1; -extension of the activity of Plant 3; -industrial development near Plant 5;
Phase 3. Territorial compatibility The land-use planning process in municipal areas makes provision for solving the non-compatibility between plants with major accident hazard, not necessarily subjected to an integrated program of scheduled development. So, taking into account actual conditions and the right of existing installations and what is near them, we proceeded to solve the incompatibility finding out the actions needed to limit the consequences of major accidents. After having restored territorial compatibility, the final phase of RIR asks one to determine edification constraints or better to determine adequate "safety distances" between plants and possible vulnerable elements.
For this reason, for each plant acceptable, territorial groups are pointed out according to new consequences. Plant 1 area inside damage radius derived from oleum dispersion is constrained waiting reduction actions. Plant 2: a safety zone (Group E) around the plant is pointed out and a gradual development of land with more vulnerable elements at major distances is expected. Plant 3 a safety zone around the plant is pointed out (Group E) and the left a zone with vulnerable elements among the ones of Group D. Plant 4 and 5 solving of environmental pollution. Plant 6 a gradual development of land with more vulnerable elements at major distances is expected.
Thereafter, the land-use planning policies must always use the criteria of inserting on territory more vulnerable elements at major distances from hazard sources.
Conclusions
Applications for the land-use planning Decree highlight for complex realities the difficulties to settle activities of plants in which there are hazardous substances with the fact that industrial plants are near or inside towns and cities. The study points out what follows: 1. The administrator of plants with risks of major accidents have to first limit the consequences of accidents in order to not imply the need for relocation and also have to evaluate the extent of consequences outside the plant's boundaries, in order to determine a safety zone around them. 2. For environmental damage, it is possible to say that in Italy reclaim plans have difficultly in working before two years, so there are incompatibility conditions with "serious damage" from plants in neighbouring territory. 3. Municipal Authorities must act according to "common sense" not only determining safety zones but also by locating vulnerable elements at major distances. As thresholds imply less risk at major distances, so more vulnerable elements (Groups A and B) must stay at major distances from hazardous sources. 4. In the case studied it refers to an integrated program of interventions among them and the realization of a crowded exhibition area implying also important improvements in road rail and rail systems approaching the area.
